The Flying Scot, Sandy Douglass’s Crowning Design Achievement, Celebrates
60 Years ~ Debbie Cycotte, FSSA Historian
This year the Flying Scot celebrates its 60th anniversary, which seems like a great
time to celebrate its designer, Gordon K. Douglass, or Sandy, as he is known to
thousands of sailors who own one of his boats. Sandy is considered one of the best
small boat helmsmen this country has produced and a brilliant boat designer.

He is best known as the designer of three different one-design dinghies, in addition
to the 19-foot Flying Scot, he also designed the 17-foot Thistle (launched in 1945,
with about 4,000 boats built so far), the 20-foot Highlander (launched in 1951,
1,100 boats built so far). All three classes are boat names that reflect Sandy’s
Scottish heritage.
Sandy was a colorful, energetic man who lived his life in pursuit of excellence and
was unafraid of innovation. He said of himself, “If it can be done, I can do it better.”
He brought the concept of a planing hull to the United States and the Thistle, the
Highlander and the Flying Scot all reflect that.

Sandy believed that the more specialized anything becomes, the fewer people will
enjoy it. So his goal was to build boats with a broad appeal, and that included family
use.

By the time Sandy designed the Flying Scot, he had had 20 years of experience
building wooden boats. The Flying Scot was one of the first one-design boats made
from fiberglass. Sandy only designed a new boat to fill a void. With the advent of
fiberglass, which was lower maintenance than wood and had greater design
potential, Sandy now saw a reason to build an attractive alternative to the Lightning.
Designing the hull was no problem for Sandy because he had a clear idea of what
was needed for a planing family boat. Such a boat should have the safety of wide
side decks and also a roomy cockpit. Wide side decks help keep the boat from filling
up in a knockdown but leaves little cockpit space. Sandy conceived the idea of
having both wide side decks and a roomy cockpit by lowering half of a wide side
deck and giving it the shape of a comfortably inclined seat, which provided for a
roomy cockpit. He "wondered why no one had thought of this before"?
Unfortunately, it turned out that none of the salesmen or engineers of fiberglass
who called on Sandy knew much more than he did. Sandy had to teach himself how
to build with this new material. Sandy, the gregarious, optimistic and supremely
confident and accomplished man he was, stepped right up.
Sandy’s goal was to design and manufacture a boat that was well built, but exciting
and able to be sailed by a wide range of people, in size, number and skill level. He
always felt that a strict one-design boat was in the best interest of all purchasers,
past and future, and was the truest test of one’s sailing skill.

Advertised as the “culmination of the best features of the other Douglass designs,”
the Flying Scot quickly caught the eye of small-boat racers. The Flying Scot is larger,
has more beam and is more stable than the Thistle. The prohibition of hiking straps
was an effort to make the boat more competitive for smaller-sized people, like
Sandy and his wife, Mary, who crewed for him for 30 years.
With more than 6,100 boats built and a continuous primary builder throughout its
history, the Flying Scot is one of the leading one-design classes in the US. A strong
class association ensures strict one-design competitive racing to attract top-caliber
sailors. The class also enjoys family camaraderie and teams are often comprised of
family members. They are the only one-design class to host a Wife-Husband
National Championship each year.
The Flying Scot was inducted into the American Sailboat Hall of Fame in 1998.

